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Abstract

One of the biggest challenges for localizing001
the natural language generation of virtual as-002
sistants like Alexa, the Google Assistant, or003
Siri, to many languages, is the proper handling004
of entities. Neural machine translation sys-005
tems may translate entities literally, or intro-006
duce grammar mistakes by using the wrong in-007
flections. The diversity of linguistic phenom-008
ena for entities across all languages is vast, yet009
ensuring grammatical correctness for a broad010
diversity of entities is critical — native speak-011
ers may find entity-related grammatical errors012
silly, jarring, or even offensive.013

To assess linguistic robustness, we create a014
multilingual corpus of linguistically signifi-015
cant entities annotated by linguist experts. We016
also share a simple algorithm for how to lever-017
age this corpus to produce linguistically di-018
verse training and evaluation datasets. Using019
the Schema-Guided Dialog Dataset (DSTC8)020
as a test bed, we collect human translations for021
a subset of linguistically boosted examples to022
establish quality baselines for neural, template-023
based, and hybrid NLG systems in French024
(high-resource), Marathi (low-resource), and025
Russian (highly inflected language). We make026
our corpus and the derived translation-based027
datasets available for further research.028

1 Introduction029

Unlike open-domain dialog systems, the natural030

language interface of virtual assistants is highly031

task-oriented – users often interact with virtual as-032

sistants to accomplish a specific action, like finding033

flights, booking restaurants, buying tickets, etc.034

In a task-oriented dialogue, the conversation be-035

tween the user and the assistant is tracked by a036

dialog manager that uses a dialog state that sum-037

marizes the entire conversation up to the current038

turn (see, e.g., (Pieraccini, 2021)). The dialog state039

Figure 1: The corpus of linguistically significant en-
tities (CLSE) is created by annotating a large num-
ber of entities with their linguistic properties. En-
tities are grouped by (language, semantic_type,
linguistic_signature) triples. This results in a corpus
of entities that, for a given language and semantic type,
is balanced across linguistic properties. Some linguis-
tic signatures have no annotated entities because they
do not occur. For example, in Spanish, there are no
mass nouns that start with a vowel.

consists of slots and values related to the specific 040

intents, services, and actions in question. The assis- 041

tant uses the dialog state to 1) invoke external APIs 042

with appropriate parameter values, as specified by 043

the user over the dialog history, and 2) generate 044

next actions to continue the dialog, for example 045

soliciting for more information from the user or 046

confirming the user’s intent or request (Aliannejadi 047

et al., 2021). Finally, 3) the selected dialog actions 048

along with structured data is used to generate a new 049

utterance to respond back to the user. 050

One challenge with such systems is to design 051

them in a way that can be robust to changes to 052

the API’s interface like renaming or adding new 053

slot values, or integrating generalized models that 054

can support new APIs in zero-shot settings. In 055

this paper, we assume that we already have a sys- 056

tem that can produce perfect English utterances – 057

arguably a much easier task given the simplicity 058
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of English grammar – and instead focus on local-059

ization: generating fluent and grammatical output060

in the target language. In this setup we get the061

following as input: dialog state, structured data,062

English text, and target language. This is similar063

to the data-informed translation tasks of WNGT064

2019 (Birch et al., 2019) and WebNLG 2020 (Zhou065

and Lampouras, 2020), but specifically applied to066

the Schema-Guided Dialog (SGD) dataset (Rastogi067

et al., 2020), which is task-oriented.068

Ensuring grammatical correctness is arguably a069

basic requirement for the uniquely conversational070

interface of virtual assistants, in any language. Na-071

tive speakers may find grammatical errors spoken072

by such systems silly, jarring, or even offensive, for073

example if the utterance refers to an entity with the074

wrong tense, formality, animacy, or gender (Dinan075

et al., 2020).076

Task-oriented NLG datasets like SGD (Rastogi077

et al., 2020) and MultiWOZ (Budzianowski et al.,078

2018) are designed to be balanced with respect to079

the number of turns, intent, and slot usage, etc.,080

without much focus on the linguistic properties of081

incoming parameter values. However, for gendered082

target languages like French or Italian, it could be083

crucial to evaluate model fluency on a test set that084

uses a balanced representation of masculine and085

feminine entities, as to observe model performance086

across a unbiased diversity of linguistic situations.087

While there has been a growing body of research088

on how to apply translation to data-to-text systems,089

the field still lacks a method for explicitly testing090

linguistic robustness.091

A recent large-scale survey of machine transla-092

tion quality using the Multidimensional Quality093

Metrics (MQM) framework (Freitag et al., 2021)094

found that many of the latest machine translation095

models still produce various errors in fluency, ac-096

curacy, and style for inflected languages. While097

we have not analyzed whether the flagged gram-098

mar mistakes were specifically due to entities, this099

statistic is not surprising, as entities in inflected lan-100

guages often have many linguistic properties that101

make perfect grammatical agreement by neural sys-102

tems non-trivial.103

Factual accuracy mistakes are also unforgivable104

when it comes to virtual assistants. Kale and Roy105

(2020) point out delexicalized models as a less106

error-prone alternative to lexicalized models. In the107

delexicalized setting, models are trained to produce108

output text with placeholders, which are filled in via109

singular plural
nominative книга (kniga) книги (knigi)
genitive книги (knigi) книг (knig)
dative книге (knige) книгам (knigam)
accusative книгу (knigu) книги (knigi)
instrumental книгой (knigoy) книгами (knigami)
prepositional книге (knige) книгах (knigakh)

Table 1: Inflections of the word "book" in Russian. Cf.
"Я купил <книгу>" ("I bought a <book>"; dative)
and "Моя <книга> потерялась" ("My <book> got
lost; nominative).

a separate lexicalization step (usually naive string 110

substitution). The semantic accuracy of delexical- 111

ized models tends to be far ahead of their lexical- 112

ized counterparts, especially in the presence of slot 113

values not seen during training. However, delexi- 114

calization and other copy-based methods are more 115

grammatically deficient in the presence of linguis- 116

tic phenomena such as morphological inflection 117

(changing surface form of a word depending on its 118

function in a sentence; see Table 1 for an example). 119

This makes a naive delexialization approach sub- 120

optimal for highly inflected languages (Dušek and 121

Jurčíček, 2019). 122

In the search for data-to-text translation solutions 123

that are linguistically robust and factually accurate, 124

we create a multilingual corpus of linguistically 125

significant entities (CLSE) annotated by linguist 126

experts, described in Section 2. In Section 3, we 127

discuss how we join the keys of the CLSE with 128

the schemas described in the SGD dataset to pro- 129

duce linguistically diverse examples for training 130

and evaluation. In Section 4, we describe different 131

baseline NLG models and our experimental setup, 132

with evaluation results discussed in Section 5. 133

2 Corpus of Linguistically Significant 134

Entities (CLSE) 135

The Google Knowledge Graph API1 provides ac- 136

cess to millions of entries that describe real-world 137

entities like people, places, and things. Each entity 138

is a node in the graph and can be associated with 139

any number of schema.org semantic types, such as 140

Person, AdministrativeArea, or TouristAttraction. 141

See (Guha et al., 2016) for more details. 142

We first source lexical annotations from expert 143

linguists for a large number of entities in the knowl- 144

1https://developers.google.com/
knowledge-graph
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Figure 2: An example of a conversation from a schema-guided dialog (Rastogi et al., 2020). The predicted dialogue
state (shown with dashed edges) for the first two user turns for an example dialogue, showing the active intent and
slot assignments, with two related annotation schemas. Note that the dialogue state representation is conditioned
on the schema under consideration, which is provided as input, as are the user and system utterances.

edge graph. Lexical annotations are language-145

specific and pertain to broader categories of lin-146

guistic properties like Animacy, Case, Classifier,147

Countability, Definiteness, Gender, and Number.148

Each language uses different linguistic properties.149

For example, the concept of animacy2 is not used150

in the English language. Descriptions of each lin-151

guistic property class are included alongside the152

dataset release.153

Linguistic annotations for an entity include those154

that are important to handle in a template-based155

language generation context. For instance in En-156

glish, location entities have locative preposition157

annotations while people entities have gender anno-158

tations.3 In other languages like French, all entities159

are annotated for grammatical gender, and entities160

with an article are marked depending on whether161

its article stays unchanged or gets merged with a162

preposition (like it would for common nouns).163

We employ linguists who are native speak-164

ers in their corresponding language to source165

such annotations for popular entities. Except166

for the following eight low-resource languages—167

Bengali (bn), Gujarati (gu), Kannada (kn), Malay-168

alam (ml), Marathi (mr), Tamil (ta), Telugu (te),169

and Urdu (ur)—all annotators possess at least a170

bachelors degree in some branch of linguistics. Lin-171

guist annotators’ median age ranges from 25 to 35,172

and they are roughly equally split between male173

and female. Instead of expert linguists—or in addi-174

tion to them, to cover less frequent entities—one175

may use data mining techniques (see, e.g., (Gutman176

et al., 2018)).177

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animacy
3Note that the gender annotations may not always be accu-

rate due to changed state of the world, an annotator mistake,
or a lack of standard linguistic handling for gender non-binary
persons in certain languages.

We introduce the concept of a linguistic signa- 178

ture, which is a linearized string representation of 179

an entity’s linguistic attributes for a specific lan- 180

guage. Table 2 illustrates some examples of lin- 181

guistic signatures. 182

The maximum hypothetical number of distinct 183

linguistic signatures for a language is the cartesian 184

product of all linguistic features and values for that 185

language. However, not all linguistic signatures 186

are naturally occurring or relevant. For example, 187

mass nouns4 that start with a vowel do not occur in 188

Spanish. 189

To obtain entities based on linguistic vari- 190

ation, we annotate a large number of enti- 191

ties for each semantic type to create a ta- 192

ble of (language, semantic_type, entity_id, 193

name, linguistic_signature). We group rows 194

in the table by (language, semantic_type, 195

linguistic_signature) triples. The complete cor- 196

pus covers 34 languages, 74 semantic types, and 197

222 distinct linguistic signatures. 198

The full Corpus of Linguistically Significant En- 199

tities (CLSE) version 1.0 is available on Github at 200

https://clse.page.link/data. 201

3 Data 202

All of the experiments in this paper are per- 203

formed on the Schema-Guided Dialog dataset from 204

DCT8 (Rastogi et al., 2020). To emulate a data-to- 205

text set up, we pair each utterance (text) with that 206

utterance’s acts, services, and slots. An example of 207

such a pair can be seen in Table 3. 208

Owing to the lack of noun inflections in 209

English, we can also produce a delexicalized 210

form of the utterance: "How would you 211

4https://www.thoughtco.com/
uncountable-noun-spanish-3079280
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lang name signature semantic type

fr Suisse gender:FEMININE,
number:SINGULAR,
starts_w_vowel:0

Country

de Champions League number:SINGULAR,
gender:FEMININE,
article:DEFINITE,
locative_prep:PREP_IN,
directional_prep:PREP_NACH

Event

ru Саратовские авиалинии casus:NOMINATIVE,
number:PLURAL,
allative:PREP_K,
comitative:PREP_S,
topical:PREP_O,
locative_prep_geo:PREP_V

Corporation

Table 2: Examples of CLSE linguistic signatures (truncated for conciseness).

input (structured data) output (utterance)

service_name: "Restaurants_1"
"How would you like Bazille, which
is situated in San Jose?"

actions: ["OFFER_restaurant_name", "OFFER_city"]
slots: {restaurant_name: "Bazille", city: “San Jose”}

Table 3: An example of structured data input and free text output for an SGD dialog utterance.

like ${restaurant_name}, which is212

situated in ${city}?" . The delexical-213

ized form gives us an English template that allows214

us to substitute in other values for the placeholders215

to produce new realistic utterances, enabling data216

augmentation methods like the one described by217

Kale and Siddhant (2021).218

3.1 Generating Linguistically Diverse Data219

Using the CLSE220

For the problem of localization we focus on three221

target languages: French, Russian, and Marathi.222

The motivation for choosing these languages is223

to have a widely studied high-resource language224

(French), a highly inflected language (Russian),225

and a low-resource language (Marathi).226

For entity-related slots, we source values from227

CLSE as an external corpus. This requires us to228

establish a mapping from each entity-related slot229

name to a semantic type. For example, city slots230

in the SGD schemas would be mapped to the City231

schema.org type in the CLSE corpus.232

For every (service, action, slot_names) triple, 233

we generate any number of new examples by ran- 234

domly sampling slot values from the CLSE for a 235

specific target language. The goal of entity resam- 236

pling using the CLSE is to generate as linguistically 237

diverse data as possible, for maximum linguistic 238

coverage in the target language. It is possible that 239

substituting entities from the target language could 240

break the fluency of the example in the source lan- 241

guage (English, in our case). However, we find 242

that imperfect substitutions in the source language 243

do not influence the quality of human translations 244

in the target language, produced by the process 245

described below. 246

3.2 Human Translations 247

The scope of our experiments is to focus on transla- 248

tion quality specifically with regard to the linguistic 249

robustness of entities. Consequently, for the SGD 250

dataset we only look at SYSTEM utterances, and 251

ignore all examples from SGD’s training and test 252

data that don’t use any entity slots. This results 253
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lang train wt-test SGD test SGD dev

fr 451 233 277 187
ru 451 236 277 187
mr 451 234 277 187

Table 4: Number of items in different partitions of the
SGD-NLG dataset.

in 707 (service, action, slot_names) triples from254

the SGD train set and 23 triples from the SGD test255

set.256

We use the aforementioned process with three257

examples per (service, action, slot_names) triple258

to generate language-specific linguistically diverse259

examples in French, Russian, and Marathi5 on the260

train partition of the SGD dataset. We then use two261

of these examples for train and one for a "within-262

triple" test split (wt-test).6 Unlike the SGD dev and263

test splits, the wt-test split has a particular focus on264

the linguistics: it contains situations that were seen265

by the model, but with a linguistically richer set of266

slot values.267

In addition to the train and wt-test sets, we also268

used a sample from the SGD dev and test sets. Each269

of those sets were translated to the target languages270

using professional translators. Table 4 has dataset271

statistics.272

4 Experimental Setup273

Below we describe our setup to test different mod-274

els for their usefulness for NLG system localiza-275

tion.276

4.1 Models for Comparison277

• nmt: An out-of-the-box machine translation278

model with English plain text as input. We279

used the GOOGLETRANSLATE function of280

Google Sheets.7281

• d2t: A data-to-text model fine-tuned on the282

available train set, with best checkpoint picked283

on the dev set. We use a pretrained mT5 xxl284

model (Xue et al., 2021) as a basis for our285

5We use the CLSE in Hindi as a proxy due to lower lin-
guistic annotation quality in Marathi.

6In cases where we were only able to obtain two examples
we use one of them for train. In case of a single example, the
triple is discarded completely.

7https://support.google.com/docs/
answer/3093331; translations for the wt-test were
obtained on 2022-01-28, for SGD test/dev: on 2022-02-02.

fine-tuning.8 286

• tmpl: Collect translated templates (delexical- 287

ized utterances) for the train set. Slot values 288

are plugged in verbatim without any morpho- 289

logical inflection. Note that for most triples 290

we have two different translations available 291

for train (Table 4). We only use one of them 292

(picked at random) but also report confidence 293

intervals based on possibly picking different 294

"base" translations as bases for templates.9 295

• tmpl+G: Same as above with a grammatical 296

error correction (GEC) model applied on top 297

of the template output. We use gT5 xxl model 298

by Rothe et al. (2021). 299

Figure 3 illustrates how the input data is con- 300

sumed by different baselines. 301

4.2 Training Details 302

For fine-tuning the d2t model we use a batch size 303

of 64 and fine-tuned on TPU for 5’000 steps with 304

a learning rate of 10−3. We trained the models 305

independently for each language and picked the 306

stopping point based on the corresponding dev set. 307

The model has 13B parameters. 308

4.3 Metrics 309

We use BLEU10 (Papineni et al., 2002) and 310

BLEURT11 (Sellam et al., 2020) as our automatic 311

metrics. For human evaluation, we assess fluency 312

and factual accuracy. 313

Accuracy: Human raters are shown the original 314

English text as well as the predicted text and are 315

instructed to mark the predicted text as inaccurate 316

if any information contradicts the original English 317

text. This effectively catches errors due to hallu- 318

cinations, incorrect grounding etc. Each example 319

is rated by three raters, we take the average of the 320

accuracy scores (1 for accurate, 0 otherwise). 321

8Our early experiments with mT5 base gave substantially
lower BLEU scores, suggesting that the bigger models yield
stronger baselines. We use xxl models going forward.

9We use a simple bootstrap procedure: pick one of the two
"base" translation for each triple by flipping a fair coin. The
process is repeated 1000 times and the 5 and 95 percentiles
are reported as the confidence interval.

10https://github.com/tuetschek/
e2e-metrics

11BLEURT-20 checkpoint https://github.com/
google-research/bleurt.
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Figure 3: Input data flow for various baselines. GEC and nmt (green) are off-the-shelf models, while d2t (gray)
is a model fine-tuned on given data. tmpl and tmpl+G are simple pipeline algorithms (rhombus shape).

Fluency: We show the predicted text to raters322

and ask them how grammatical the text sounds on323

a 1 to 5 Likert scale, with 5 being the highest score.324

Again, each example is rated by three raters. We325

average the scores across all the ratings to get the326

fluency score.327

5 Results328

We split this section into two. First, we look at the329

results on the unseen test set. These contain dialog330

situations, (service, action, slot_names) triples,331

which the systems did not see during training. We332

then move to the wt-test split, where we expect the333

gap to the human translations to be smaller.334

5.1 Unseen Test Set335

Naturally, the template-based approaches are not336

able to generalize to these situations, so they are337

not included in the results here.338

Table 5 contains the summary of the results. We339

could verify that both baseline models are notice-340

ably (and significantly) behind human translations341

in terms of fluency. In terms of accuracy, on the342

other hand, the nmt baseline is insignificantly be-343

low the human bar for French, suggesting that we344

do benefit from the high-resource nature of the lan-345

guage. Another observation is that, while the nmt346

baseline appears to outperform d2t on all dimen-347

sions for a low-resource Marathi, the picture is less348

clear for French and Russian. There we see that the349

d2t actually scores significantly higher than nmt350

in terms of fluency, but lower in terms of accuracy.351

We believe that the accuracy gap could be lowered352

BLEU BLEURT acc. fl.

fr
d2t 0.14 0.39 0.78 4.58
nmt 0.32 0.62 0.96N 4.43H

human - - 0.98 4.78N

ru
d2t 0.15 0.50 0.50 4.35
nmt 0.16 0.57 0.79N 3.70H

human - - 0.96N 4.89N

mr
d2t 0.07 0.60 0.41 3.50
nmt 0.12 0.71 0.77N 4.15N

human - - 0.92N 4.71N

Table 5: Results of the baseline models on the SGD test
set (unseen triples). For human scores—accuracy (acc.)
and fluency (fl.)—we also mark whether those are sta-
tistically significantly different from the previous row
using paired t-test: N or H denote significant difference
at p = 0.01, M or O — at p = 0.05 respectively.

with more training data, which we leave for future 353

work to investigate. 354

5.2 Within-Triples Test 355

Table 6 contains a summary of performance of 356

different baseline models while Table 7 contains 357

example outputs. We see notable quality gains of 358

the d2t or template-based approaches compared 359

to the off-the-shelf nmt system. The generaliza- 360

tion abilities between triples, however, are limited, 361

possibly due to a small size of the training set. 362

The grammatical error correction model 363

(tmpl+G baseline), appears to improve the results 364

on top of the pure template-based tmpl baseline 365
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BLEU BLEURT acc. fl.

fr

nmt 0.39 0.65 0.90 4.19
tmpl 0.46 0.70 0.88

[0.87, 0.90]
4.31M

[4.26, 4.34]

tmpl+G 0.47 0.71 0.91N
[0.88, 0.91]

4.48N
[4.43, 4.49]

d2t 0.41 0.65 0.91 4.64N

human - - 0.94 4.63

ru

nmt 0.15 0.57 0.71 3.37
d2t 0.37 0.66 0.72∗ 4.51N∗

tmpl 0.41 0.72 0.79N
[0.79, 0.83]

3.95H
[3.93, 4.03]

tmpl+G 0.44 0.74 0.79
[0.77, 0.81]

4.21N
[4.17, 4.28]

human - - 0.87N 4.62N

mr

nmt 0.15 0.69 0.72 3.73
d2t 0.33 0.69 0.66 4.05N

tmpl 0.51 0.78 0.83N
[0.80, 0.83]

4.32N
[4.27, 4.34]

tmpl+G 0.51 0.78 0.82
[0.79, 0.81]

4.29
[4.26, 4.33]

human - - 0.92N 4.50N

Table 6: Results of the baseline models on the wt-test
set (seen triples). For human scores—accuracy (acc.)
and fluency (fl.)—we also mark whether those are sta-
tistically significantly different from the previous row
using paired t-test: N or H denote significant difference
at p = 0.01, M or O — at p = 0.05 respectively. The
square brackets for template-based approaches denote
95% confidence intervals obtained using the bootstrap
procedure described in Section 4.1.
(∗) Human scores for d2t in Russian come from a different
rater population and may not be directly comparable.

for high-resource languages. The gain is higher366

for Russian, a highly inflected language. No367

measurable effect is reported on Marathi, a low368

resource language, suggesting that the grammar369

error correction model itself may not be of370

sufficient quality. The fluency we achieve for371

Russian is still significantly lower than what we get372

from d2t baseline, but comes with a significantly373

higher accuracy (inasmuch as we can compare374

them given that the fluency and accuracy scores375

for d2t come from a different rater pool).376

It is interesting to note that the d2t model ap-377

pears to get higher human scores for French, but378

scores lower on automatic metrics. In fact, the379

human scores are not statistically different from380

that of the human baseline. Upon closer exami-381

nation we see, however, that this model still fre-382

quently makes grave mistakes. One explanation383

for this could be that the human raters have a tol-384

erance for hallucinations or missing facts when385

there are many of them presented in the same utter- 386

ance. Appendix B shows examples where the auto- 387

matic metrics are right to penalize the d2t model 388

when it misses or introduces new facts, while the 389

raters completely miss it. While prior work such as 390

(Pagnoni et al., 2021; Honovich et al., 2022) stud- 391

ies factual consistency in English language models, 392

further work on evaluating factual consistency of 393

localization approaches is needed. 394

To summarize the above results, we can conclude 395

that there is still a gap between outputs generated 396

by our baseline systems and human translations, es- 397

pecially for lower-resource languages like Marathi 398

or morphologically complex languages such as 399

Russian. Among baseline models, the template- 400

based approaches, when available, clearly outper- 401

form the d2t model for Marathi. The results of 402

the automatic metrics in other languages suggest 403

the same conclusion, though human scores are not 404

always consistent with that. We attribute this incon- 405

sistency to the fact that the d2t system can generate 406

seemingly good responses that, while missing or 407

introducing facts, manage to convince human raters 408

of their accuracy. For example, the d2t output in 409

Table 7 misses multiple aspects, yet all three raters 410

gave it a perfect accuracy score of 1 (also see Ap- 411

pendix B for more examples). 412

Even with this caveat, we can see that factual 413

accuracy scores of the template-based approach 414

(tmpl+G) is the same or higher than that of nmt or 415

d2t baselines, suggesting that the factual accuracy 416

of neural approaches is a fundamental weakness. 417

At the same time, the template-based approaches 418

still suffer from fluency issues, even with the gram- 419

matical error correction model applied. We hy- 420

pothesize that the main reason is that the task of 421

correcting mistakes in the template-based approach 422

does not exactly map to the grammatical error cor- 423

rection task. There are types of mistakes we see 424

here that humans rarely make: e.g., inserting deter- 425

miners in front of popular city names like "London" 426

or "Paris" or confusing dative for nominative (da- 427

tive and accusative are more commonly confused). 428

This suggests that a dedicated grammar model for 429

templates may push that baseline even further. 430

6 Conclusion 431

Building a natural language generation system that 432

can handle a broad diversity of entities with vary- 433

ing linguistic phenomena remains an open chal- 434

lenge. With the CLSE, any schema-informed NLG 435
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Structured Data service_name: Hotels_2 | confirm, where_to: Amsterdam | confirm,
number_of_adults: 5 | confirm, check_in_date: July 24, 2019 |
confirm, check_out_date: April 22, 2021

English Alright. So you’d like to make a reservation for 5 in Amsterdam. You are checking in July 24, 2019 and
checking out on April 22, 2021.

nmt Bien. Donc, vous aimeriez faire une réservation pour 5 à Amsterdam. Vous vérifiez le 24 juillet 2019 et
vous vérifiez le 22 avril 2021. ("check in/out" mistranslated as "verify")

d2t Très bien. Vous arrivez le 24 juillet 2019 et partez le 22 avril 2021. C’est bien ça? (missing "for 5" and
"Amsterdam")

tmpl D’accord. Vous souhaitez faire une réservation pour 5 personne à Amsterdam. Vous arrivez le 24 juillet
2019 et partez le 22 avril 2021. ("5 personne" is ungrammatical)

tmpl+G D’accord. Vous souhaitez faire une réservation pour 5 personnes à Amsterdam. Vous arrivez le 24 juillet
2019 et partez le 22 avril 2021.

human D’accord. Vous souhaitez faire une réservation pour 5 personnes à Amsterdam. Vous arrivez le 24 juillet
2019 et partez le 22 avril 2021.

Table 7: Example of different baseline model outputs in French.

datasets can use techniques described in Section 3436

to produce better linguistically represented data.437

Still, for a real virtual assistant, the space of possi-438

ble entities that NLG systems will be expected to439

handle may be highly unconstrained, and designing440

solutions that are linguistically robust, and defensi-441

bly so, is an ambitious and worthwhile pursuit.442

Our results in Section 5 establish an evaluation443

procedure probing NLG systems for their linguistic444

capabilities. We also evaluate four baselines us-445

ing this procedure and conclude that none of them446

is at the human level yet. Improving upon these447

baselines can be approached from two sides: either448

1) improving factual accuracy and reducing hallu-449

cinations of a purely neural data-to-text approach450

or 2) improving the quality of grammatical error451

correction applied to a template-based approach.452

Beyond NLG applications, the dataset may also453

be used for the task of neural machine translation,454

in particular to probe the fluency aspect of the gen-455

erated translations.456

The full CLSE dataset is openly available457

on Github at https://clse.page.link/458

data.459

7 Ethical Considerations460

Releasing a dataset in multiple languages, includ-461

ing several low-resource ones, would allow to push462

the state of research in non-English NLG. While463

it is not impossible that this dataset might be used464

for building ML models for malicious applications,465

we believe it will be widely used for public good466

and will be a net positive contribution to society.467

Crowd-sourced annotations were collected using468

a proprietary crowd-sourcing platform. Workers 469

were paid at least 50% more than the minimum 470

hourly wage. No information about the workers 471

will be released and worker IDs are anonymized. 472

8 Limitations 473

The dataset we release and the experiments we 474

conduct have number of limitations. Firstly, there 475

are other linguistically significant phenomena that 476

arise from non-entities like verbs and numbers 477

that the CLSE does not include. Then we only 478

cover 34 languages — small in comparison to, say, 479

Wikipedia or Common Crawl datasets (Conneau 480

and Lample, 2019; Xue et al., 2021) covering 100+ 481

languages. Moreover, the quality of annotations 482

for low-resource languages is lower due to limited 483

linguist resources. Not only the quality, but the 484

quantity of annotated entities varies greatly across 485

languages, either due to some languages having 486

fewer linguistic signatures, or annotator resource 487

constraints. The experiments we conduct with SGD 488

cover only a subset of CLSE in terms of languages 489

and semantic types. The datasets we used for fine- 490

tuning are rather small (limited by the human trans- 491

lation budget), and human ratings were not free 492

of biases (e.g., humans were more forgiving for 493

accuracy than automatic metrics). Our experiments 494

do not include an NMT model fine-tuned on the 495

human translations—a common domain adaptation 496

technique (Luong and Manning, 2015; Neubig and 497

Hu, 2018; Bapna and Firat, 2019)—in favor of a 498

direct data-to-text model. Finally, we used the xxl 499

versions of the models, which require significant 500

computational resources to train and run. 501
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A CLSE Dataset Statistics612

Table 8 contains statistics of the CLSE dataset per language. We employ commonly used 2-letter language613

tags (ISO-639-1), except for "cmn-CN" for Chinese Mandarin written using the simplified script, "cmn-614

TW" for Chinese Mandarin written with traditional script, and "yue" for the Cantonese Chinese (written615

using traditional script). We do not use the Chinese macro-tag "zh" since it is important to distinguish the616

above locales for NLG purposes.617

The complete corpus covers 34 languages, 74 semantic types, and 222 distinct linguistic signatures.618

language ar bn cmn-CN cmn-TW cs da de en es fr gu
# unique entities 899 721 530 529 1238 1286 2922 4076 3181 4312 798
# ling. attributes 21 6 5 6 20 23 37 32 26 26 6

language hi id it ja jv kn ko ml mr nl no
# unique entities 950 705 2510 1063 55 849 885 888 924 1049 1237
# ling. attributes 18 9 41 47 2 6 9 6 6 20 23

language pl pt ru su sv ta te th tr ur vi yue
# unique entities 1606 2464 3039 29 1309 891 885 724 1262 883 612 551
# ling. attributes 30 25 31 2 19 6 6 9 10 6 8 19

Table 8: Per language statistics of the CLSE dataset. The number of annotated entities across different languages
varies greatly, either due to fewer linguistic signatures (e.g., Asian languages tend to have fewer linguistic attributes
overall), or annotator resource constraints.

Table 9 contains a full list of the semantic types present in the dataset.619

Semantic Type Description

AdministrativeArea A geographical region, typically under the jurisdiction of a particular govern-
ment.

Airline An organization that provides flights for passengers.

Airport An airport.

AmusementPark An amusement park.

Article An article, such as a news article or piece of investigative report. Newspapers
and magazines have articles of many different types and this is intended to
cover them all.

BodyOfWater A body of water, such as a sea, ocean, or lake.

Book A book.

BookSeries A series of books. Included books can be indicated with the hasPart property.

Brand A brand is a name used by an organization or business person for labeling a
product, product group, or similar.

Bridge A bridge.

BroadcastChannel A unique instance of a BroadcastService on a CableOrSatelliteService lineup.

BroadcastService A delivery service through which content is provided via broadcast over the
air or online.

BusStation A bus station.

CableOrSatelliteService A service which provides access to media programming like TV or radio.
Access may be via cable or satellite.

Cemetery A graveyard.

City A city or town.

CivicStructure A public structure, such as a town hall or concert hall.

CollegeOrUniversity A college, university, or other third-level educational institution.

Continent One of the continents (for example, Europe or Africa).
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Table 9 – continued from previous page
Semantic Type Description

Corporation Organization: A business corporation.

Country A country.

CreativeWork The most generic kind of creative work, including books, movies, pho-
tographs, software programs, etc.

DefenceEstablishment A defence establishment, such as an army or navy base.

Diet A strategy of regulating the intake of food to achieve or maintain a specific
health-related goal.

EducationalOrganization An educational organization.

Event An event happening at a certain time and location, such as a concert, lecture,
or festival. Ticketing information may be added via the offers property.
Repeated events may be structured as separate Event objects.

Game The Game type represents things which are games. These are typically rule-
governed recreational activities, e.g. role-playing games in which players
assume the role of characters in a fictional setting.

GovernmentOrganization A service provided by a government organization, e.g. food stamps, veterans
benefits, etc.

GovernmentService A service provided by a government organization, e.g. food stamps, veterans
benefits, etc.

Hospital A hospital.

ItemList A list of items of any sort—for example, Top 10 Movies About Weathermen,
or Top 100 Party Songs. Not to be confused with HTML lists, which are
often used only for formatting.

LakeBodyOfWater A lake (for example, Lake Pontrachain).

LandmarksOrHistoricalBuildings An historical landmark or building.

LocalBusiness A particular physical business or branch of an organization. Examples of
LocalBusiness include a restaurant, a particular branch of a restaurant chain,
a branch of a bank, a medical practice, a club, a bowling alley, etc.

LodgingBusiness A lodging business, such as a motel, hotel, or inn.

MobileApplication A software application designed specifically to work well on a mobile device
such as a telephone.

Mountain A mountain, like Mount Whitney or Mount Everest.

Movie A movie.

MovieSeries A series of movies. Included movies can be indicated with the hasPart
property.

MovieTheater A movie theater.

Museum A museum.

MusicAlbum A collection of music tracks.

MusicComposition A musical composition.

MusicGroup A musical group, such as a band, an orchestra, or a choir. Can also be a solo
musician.

MusicRecording A music recording (track), usually a single song.

MusicVenue A music venue.

Organization An organization such as a school, NGO, corporation, club, etc.

Periodical A publication in any medium issued in successive parts bearing numerical
or chronological designations and intended, such as a magazine, scholarly
journal, or newspaper to continue indefinitely.

Person A person (alive, dead, undead, or fictional).

Place Entities that have a somewhat fixed, physical extension.

PlaceOfWorship Place of worship, such as a church, synagogue, or mosque.
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Table 9 – continued from previous page
Semantic Type Description

Product Any offered product or service. For example: a pair of shoes; a concert ticket;
the rental of a car; a haircut; or an episode of a TV show streamed online.

ProductModel A datasheet or vendor specification of a product (in the sense of a prototypical
description).

RadioStation A radio station.

Restaurant A restaurant.

RiverBodyOfWater A river (for example, the broad majestic Shannon).

School A school.

SingleFamilyResidence Residence type: Single-family home.

SoftwareApplication A software application.

SportsOrganization Represents the collection of all sports organizations, including sports teams,
governing bodies, and sports associations.

SportsTeam Organization: Sports team.

StadiumOrArena A stadium.

TVSeason Season dedicated to TV broadcast and associated online delivery.

TVSeries CreativeWorkSeries dedicated to TV broadcast and associated online delivery.

TelevisionChannel A unique instance of a television BroadcastService on a CableOrSatelliteSer-
vice lineup.

TheaterGroup A theater group or company, for example, the Royal Shakespeare Company
or Druid Theatre.

TouristAttraction A tourist attraction. In principle any Thing can be a TouristAttraction, from
a Mountain and LandmarksOrHistoricalBuildings to a LocalBusiness. This
Type can be used on its own to describe a general TouristAttraction, or be
used as an additionalType to add tourist attraction properties to any other
type.

VideoGame A video game is an electronic game that involves human interaction with a
user interface to generate visual feedback on a video device.

VideoGameSeries A video game series.

VisualArtwork A work of art that is primarily visual in character.

Volcano A volcano, like Fuji san.

Waterfall A waterfall, like Niagara.

WebSite A WebSite is a set of related web pages and other items typically served from
a single web domain and accessible via URLs.

Zoo A zoo.

Table 9: List of all semantic types in the CLSE with descriptions from http://www.schema.org . Entities
can be associated with multiple semantic types. See (Guha et al., 2016) or http://www.schema.org for
more details about the semantic types.
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B Model Output Examples 620

We often see raters reporting perfect accuracy despite missed facts or new facts introduced by the model. 621

This is understandable, as humans are not perfect and often miss things. Therefore, one should not 622

completely discard automatic metrics, and use them in addition to human scores to flag potential model 623

issues. Examples below demonstrate that, despite high human scores, such a model would be problematic 624

to put in front of real users, as rightfully signalled by the automatic metric(s). 625

Table 10 exemplifies this: all results get perfect accuracy scores from the raters whereas BLEURT 626

successfully catches the mismatch. 627

English reference d2t model prediction BLEURT

Satire. Je vais lancer la lecture. C’est une satire tirée de
l’album de musique techno. / [I am going to start.
It’s a satire taken from the techno music album].

0.11

Please confirm the address of desti-
nation as 2901 East Hastings Street.
Also for how many person do you
want to book the cab and what type
of ride you want?

Vous allez au 2901 East Hastings Street, c’est ça?
Vous serez combien? / [You’re going to 2901 East
Hastings Street, right? How many of you?]

0.16

Is your destination 2033 Camden Av-
enue # F3? Please tell me the number
of seats you need, as well as your ride
preference. You can say Pool, Luxury
or something else.

Vous souhaitez une course luxe, unisexe au 2033
Camden Avenue # F3, pour combien de personnes?
/ [Would you like a luxury, unisex ride at 2033
Camden Avenue #F3, for how many people?]

0.18

Table 10: d2t model outputs with the lowest BLEURT scores in French. Mismatched facts are marked in bold. All
three of them get perfect accuracy scores from all three raters. Human raters are imperfect, and for factual accuracy,
there seems to be some tolerance for hallucinations or missing facts when there are many pieces of information
presented in the same utterance.
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C Datasheet628

Datasheets for Datasets “document [the dataset]629

motivation, composition, collection process, rec-630

ommended uses, and so on. [They] have the po-631

tential to increase transparency and accountability632

within the machine learning community, mitigate633

unwanted biases in machine learning systems, facil-634

itate greater reproducibility of machine learning re-635

sults, and help researchers and practitioners select636

more appropriate datasets for their chosen tasks.”637

Motivation638

639

For what purpose was the dataset created? Was640

there a specific task in mind? Was there a specific gap641

that needed to be filled? Please provide a description.642

CLSE was created for training, testing, and evaluat-643

ing NLG systems in multiple languages, including644

several low-resource ones. It allows to do sam-645

pling and slicing by language, semantic type, or646

linguistic phenomena.647

Who created this dataset (e.g., which team, re-648

search group) and on behalf of which entity (e.g.,649

company, institution, organization)?650

Anonymized for submission.651

Who funded the creation of the dataset? If there is652

an associated grant, please provide the name of the653

grantor and the grant name and number.654

Anonymized for submission.655

Composition656

657

What do the instances that comprise the dataset658

represent (e.g., documents, photos, people, coun-659

tries)? Are there multiple types of instances (e.g.,660

movies, users, and ratings; people and interactions be-661

tween them; nodes and edges)? Please provide a de-662

scription.663

Entities of semantic types detailed in Appendix A.664

665

How many instances are there in total (of each type,666

if appropriate)?667

80’893 language entries (13’649 unique entities).668

669

Does the dataset contain all possible instances or670

is it a sample (not necessarily random) of instances671

from a larger set? If the dataset is a sample, then672

what is the larger set? Is the sample representative673

of the larger set (e.g., geographic coverage)? If so,674

please describe how this representativeness was vali- 675

dated/verified. If it is not representative of the larger set, 676

please describe why not (e.g., to cover a more diverse 677

range of instances, because instances were withheld or 678

unavailable). 679

The dataset represents a sample of all entities 680

found in the Knowledge Graph. For each language 681

and semantic type, the sample is meant to limit 682

over-representation of entities with common lin- 683

guistic attributes (see Figure 1). 684

What data does each instance consist of? “Raw” 685

data (e.g., unprocessed text or images) or features? 686

In either case, please provide a description. 687

See Table 2 for examples. 688

Is there a label or target associated with each in- 689

stance? If so, please provide a description. 690

No. 691

Is any information missing from individual in- 692

stances? If so, please provide a description, explaining 693

why this information is missing (e.g., because it was un- 694

available). This does not include intentionally removed 695

information, but might include, e.g., redacted text. 696

Certain linguistic attributes may not be annotated 697

for some languages due to limited language support. 698

699

Are relationships between individual instances 700

made explicit (e.g., users’ movie ratings, social net- 701

work links)? If so, please describe how these relation- 702

ships are made explicit. 703

No, except for the same entity—identified by its 704

ID—appearing for multiple languages as a separate 705

row. 706

Are there recommended data splits (e.g., training, 707

development/validation, testing)? If so, please pro- 708

vide a description of these splits, explaining the rationale 709

behind them. 710

No. 711

Are there any errors, sources of noise, or redundan- 712

cies in the dataset? If so, please provide a description. 713

Surface forms (entity names) and linguistic anno- 714

tations were created by humans and therefore may 715

be inaccurate or incomplete. 716

Is the dataset self-contained, or does it link to or 717

otherwise rely on external resources (e.g., websites, 718

tweets, other datasets)? If it links to or relies on ex- 719

ternal resources, a) are there guarantees that they will 720

exist, and remain constant, over time; b) are there official 721

archival versions of the complete dataset (i.e., includ- 722

ing the external resources as they existed at the time 723
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the dataset was created); c) are there any restrictions724

(e.g., licenses, fees) associated with any of the external725

resources that might apply to a future user? Please726

provide descriptions of all external resources and any re-727

strictions associated with them, as well as links or other728

access points, as appropriate.729

The dataset is self-contained. Entity IDs refer to730

the Google Knowledge Graph API, but this is as an731

implementation detail (API stability does not affect732

the usefulness of the dataset).733

Does the dataset contain data that might be con-734

sidered confidential (e.g., data that is protected by735

legal privilege or by doctor-patient confidentiality,736

data that includes the content of individuals non-737

public communications)? If so, please provide a de-738

scription.739

No.740

Does the dataset contain data that, if viewed di-741

rectly, might be offensive, insulting, threatening, or742

might otherwise cause anxiety? If so, please describe743

why.744

No, to the best of our knowledge.745

Does the dataset relate to people? If not, you may746

skip the remaining questions in this section.747

Some entities in the dataset are of semantic type748

“Person.”749

Does the dataset identify any subpopulations (e.g.,750

by age, gender)? If so, please describe how these751

subpopulations are identified and provide a description752

of their respective distributions within the dataset.753

No.754

Is it possible to identify individuals (i.e., one or755

more natural persons), either directly or indirectly756

(i.e., in combination with other data) from the757

dataset? If so, please describe how.758

Yes, people with a Knowledge Graph entry can be759

uniquely identified.760

Does the dataset contain data that might be consid-761

ered sensitive in any way (e.g., data that reveals762

racial or ethnic origins, sexual orientations, reli-763

gious beliefs, political opinions or union member-764

ships, or locations; financial or health data; biomet-765

ric or genetic data; forms of government identifica-766

tion, such as social security numbers; criminal his-767

tory)? If so, please provide a description.768

No, to the best of our knowledge.769

Collection Process770

771

How was the data associated with each instance ac- 772

quired? Was the data directly observable (e.g., raw 773

text, movie ratings), reported by subjects (e.g., survey 774

responses), or indirectly inferred/derived from other data 775

(e.g., part-of-speech tags, model-based guesses for age 776

or language)? If data was reported by subjects or in- 777

directly inferred/derived from other data, was the data 778

validated/verified? If so, please describe how. 779

The data was curated by linguists. See Section 2 780

for more details. 781

What mechanisms or procedures were used to col- 782

lect the data (e.g., hardware apparatus or sensor, 783

manual human curation, software program, soft- 784

ware API)? How were these mechanisms or procedures 785

validated? 786

The data was curated in spreadsheets and text files 787

and, as a rule, reviewed by another linguist. 788

If the dataset is a sample from a larger set, what 789

was the sampling strategy (e.g., deterministic, prob- 790

abilistic with specific sampling probabilities)? 791

Exact details of the sampling procedure cannot 792

be disclosed at the moment to preserve anonymity 793

and to comply with internal policies of the authors’ 794

organizations. 795

Who was involved in the data collection process 796

(e.g., students, crowdworkers, contractors) and 797

how were they compensated (e.g., how much were 798

crowdworkers paid)? 799

Contractors. Each contract is reviewed, approved, 800

and executed according to the strict company poli- 801

cies. 802

Over what timeframe was the data collected? Does 803

this timeframe match the creation timeframe of the 804

data associated with the instances (e.g., recent 805

crawl of old news articles)? If not, please describe 806

the timeframe in which the data associated with the in- 807

stances was created. 808

The bulk of linguistic data was collected over the 809

years 2020 and 2021. Semantic type associations 810

were retrieved from the Google Knowledge Graph 811

API on 2022-05-18. 812

Were any ethical review processes conducted (e.g., 813

by an institutional review board)? If so, please pro- 814

vide a description of these review processes, including 815

the outcomes, as well as a link or other access point to 816

any supporting documentation. 817

Yes. The dataset description was improved and 818

this datasheet was created as an outcome. 819
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Does the dataset relate to people? If not, you may820

skip the remaining questions in this section.821

Some entities in the dataset are of semantic type822

“Person.” These are limited to individuals (alive,823

dead, or fictional) who are popular enough to have824

a Knowledge Graph entry.825

Did you collect the data from the individuals in ques-826

tion directly, or obtain it via third parties or other827

sources (e.g., websites)?828

No.829

Were the individuals in question notified about the830

data collection? If so, please describe (or show with831

screenshots or other information) how notice was pro-832

vided, and provide a link or other access point to, or833

otherwise reproduce, the exact language of the notifica-834

tion itself.835

No.836

Did the individuals in question consent to the col-837

lection and use of their data? If so, please describe838

(or show with screenshots or other information) how con-839

sent was requested and provided, and provide a link or840

other access point to, or otherwise reproduce, the exact841

language to which the individuals consented.842

N/A.843

If consent was obtained, were the consenting indi-844

viduals provided with a mechanism to revoke their845

consent in the future or for certain uses? If so,846

please provide a description, as well as a link or other847

access point to the mechanism (if appropriate).848

N/A.849

Has an analysis of the potential impact of the850

dataset and its use on data subjects (e.g., a data851

protection impact analysis) been conducted? If so,852

please provide a description of this analysis, including853

the outcomes, as well as a link or other access point to854

any supporting documentation.855

N/A.856

Preprocessing/cleaning/labeling857

858

Was any preprocessing/cleaning/labeling of the859

data done (e.g., discretization or bucketing, tok-860

enization, part-of-speech tagging, SIFT feature ex-861

traction, removal of instances, processing of miss-862

ing values)? If so, please provide a description. If863

not, you may skip the remainder of the questions in this864

section.865

No.866

Was the “raw” data saved in addition to the prepro- 867

cessed/cleaned/labeled data (e.g., to support unan- 868

ticipated future uses)? If so, please provide a link or 869

other access point to the “raw” data. 870

N/A. 871

Is the software used to preprocess/clean/label the 872

instances available? If so, please provide a link or 873

other access point. 874

N/A. 875

Uses 876

877

Has the dataset been used for any tasks already? If 878

so, please provide a description. 879

Yes, for experiments in Section 4. 880

Is there a repository that links to any or all papers 881

or systems that use the dataset? If so, please provide 882

a link or other access point. 883

No. 884

What (other) tasks could the dataset be used for? 885

E.g., for balancing machine translation data. 886

Is there anything about the composition of the 887

dataset or the way it was collected and prepro- 888

cessed/cleaned/labeled that might impact future 889

uses? For example, is there anything that a future user 890

might need to know to avoid uses that could result in 891

unfair treatment of individuals or groups (e.g., stereotyp- 892

ing, quality of service issues) or other undesirable harms 893

(e.g., financial harms, legal risks) If so, please provide a 894

description. Is there anything a future user could do to 895

mitigate these undesirable harms? 896

The linguistic attributes are provided “as is” and 897

may be innacurate or incomplete. 898

Are there tasks for which the dataset should not be 899

used? If so, please provide a description. 900

The dataset should not be used to infer non- 901

linguistic properties of entities. In particular, the 902

linguistic attributes are not appropriate proxy data 903

to infer a person’s aliveness or gender. 904

Distribution 905

906

Will the dataset be distributed to third parties out- 907

side of the entity (e.g., company, institution, organi- 908

zation) on behalf of which the dataset was created? 909

If so, please provide a description. 910

Yes. 911
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How will the dataset will be distributed (e.g., tarball912

on website, API, GitHub) Does the dataset have a dig-913

ital object identifier (DOI)?914

As a CSV file retrievable from https://clse.915

page.link/data.916

When will the dataset be distributed?917

Upon acceptance of the publication.918

Will the dataset be distributed under a copyright or919

other intellectual property (IP) license, and/or under920

applicable terms of use (ToU)? If so, please describe921

this license and/or ToU, and provide a link or other ac-922

cess point to, or otherwise reproduce, any relevant li-923

censing terms or ToU, as well as any fees associated924

with these restrictions.925

Yes, CC-BY license.926

Have any third parties imposed IP-based or other927

restrictions on the data associated with the in-928

stances? If so, please describe these restrictions, and929

provide a link or other access point to, or otherwise re-930

produce, any relevant licensing terms, as well as any931

fees associated with these restrictions.932

No, to the best of our knowledge.933

Do any export controls or other regulatory re-934

strictions apply to the dataset or to individual in-935

stances? If so, please describe these restrictions, and936

provide a link or other access point to, or otherwise re-937

produce, any supporting documentation.938

No, to the best of our knowledge.939

Maintenance940

941

Who will be supporting/hosting/maintaining the942

dataset?943

The authors of this publication.944

How can the owner/curator/manager of the dataset945

be contacted (e.g., email address)?946

Yes, by email or any other contact point provided947

at https://clse.page.link/data.948

Is there an erratum? If so, please provide a link or949

other access point.950

No.951

Will the dataset be updated (e.g., to correct label-952

ing errors, add new instances, delete instances)? If953

so, please describe how often, by whom, and how up-954

dates will be communicated to users (e.g., mailing list,955

GitHub)?956

No updates are planned at the moment. If any957

is made, it will be communicated at https://958

clse.page.link/data.959

If the dataset relates to people, are there applica- 960

ble limits on the retention of the data associated 961

with the instances (e.g., were individuals in ques- 962

tion told that their data would be retained for a fixed 963

period of time and then deleted)? If so, please de- 964

scribe these limits and explain how they will be en- 965

forced. 966

N/A. 967

Will older versions of the dataset continue to be sup- 968

ported/hosted/maintained? If so, please describe how. 969

If not, please describe how its obsolescence will be com- 970

municated to users. 971

Yes. 972

If others want to extend/augment/build 973

on/contribute to the dataset, is there a mechanism 974

for them to do so? If so, please provide a description. 975

Will these contributions be validated/verified? If so, 976

please describe how. If not, why not? Is there a process 977

for communicating/distributing these contributions to 978

other users? If so, please provide a description. 979

Please, contact the dataset mainteners using the 980

contact information above. 981
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